An in vitro model for studying the contributions of the Streptococcus mutans glucan-binding protein A to biofilm structure.
The method described here for analyzing biofilms was sensitive enough to allow the detection of differences formed by pure cultures of S. mutans or a GbpA knockout strain. Other strains have also been tested, and the differences in biofilm structure were sometimes even more extensive (data not shown). The advantages of this method are that it is quick, inexpensive, and adaptable to almost any laboratory setting. The constant rotation of the cultures, which was employed to simulate salivary flow, appears to be a critical element for establishing biofilm differences. An analysis of protein profiles confirmed that the biofilm bacteria were metabolically distinct from the planktonic phase bacteria. For the strains tested, the variations in biofilm architecture could be visualized with or without magnification. Staining of the bacteria was not required, though we typically stained the biofilms with either crystal violet or Schiff's reagent. Altogether, this in vitro method for generating biofilms allowed the evaluation of visual, quantitative (confocal microscopy), and functional (antimicrobial susceptibility) differences. We have employed these methods in a reductionist approach to understanding the contribution of individual proteins to dental plaque development. These methods may also be useful in the screening of mutants that would be of greatest for testing in multispecies biofilms, animal models, or more complex biofilm models.